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TIP TOES

HEAVENLY HEELZ

Stop feet from sliding forward! Stop ugly overhang & toe

Help keep heels from slipping in and out of shoes! A

scrunch! Step in style with these flower-shaped

multi-functional cushion helps prevent blisters on your

ball-of-foot cushions and go from working all day to

heels, and can also be used at the top of a mule, boot or

dancing the night away! Virtually invisible in all of your

slide to inside ease friction or help with sizing.

shoes. Tip Toes help prevent calluses from forming,

BLACK -- IRIS

BUTTERCUP

protect bones and tissue, and cushion the sensitive

[ FPHH1 ]

[ FPHH3 ]

ball-of-foot area.

(BHHF1001)

(BHHF1003)

BLACK -- IRIS

BUTTERCUP

[ FPTT1 ]

[ FPTT3 ]

(BTTF1001)

(BTTF1003)

(MSRP. $ 7.95)
COMBO PACK (TRIPLE PK)--BLACK/SILVER/BUTTERCUP

[ FPHHCP ]
(MSRP. $ 7.95)

(BHHF6030)

SAFARI COMBO (TRIPLE PK)--TIGER/ZEBRA/LEO.

[ FPTTTP ]

(MSRP. $ 18.95)

(BAPF6030)

STRAPPY STRIPS

(MSRP. $ 19.95)

Tired of having to pull up the straps of your sling backs?
These thin straps add comfort to your favorite shoes.

SOCK FREE SAVIORS

Virtually invisible in all of your shoes. They prevent

***** NEW AND IMPROVED *****

blisters and red marks on your feet and heels.

Long lasting antimicrobial protection that won't

BLACK -- IRIS

BUTTERCUP

wash away. WITH ODOR CONTROL.

[ FPSS1 ]

[ FPSS3 ]

{ BLACK or PINK }

(BSSFT1001)

(BSSFT1003)

[ FPSFS _ ]
8 STRIPS
PER TUBE
( 4 PAIRS! )

(MSRP. $ 7.95)

(MSRP. $ 19.95)

KILLER KUSHIONZ COMBO PACK

AMAZING ARCHES

Killer Kushionz shoe pads keep feet stable in even

Amazing Arches support your arches and give your shoes

the highest of heels, while cushioning from heel

the "perfect fit." They work with the body's natural

to ball of foot area with every step.

shock absorption system to reduce "foot fatigue." Helps

BLACK -- IRIS

BUTTERCUP

[ FPKK1 ]

[ FPKK3 ]

(BKKF1001)

(BKKF1003)
FITS
SIZES:
(6 - 9)

prevent calluses from forming, protects bones and
tissues and reduces back pain.

BLACK -- IRIS

BUTTERCUP

[ FPAA1 ]

[ FPAA3 ]

(BTAA1001)

(BTAA1003)

(MSRP. $ 13.95)
3 SETS PER PACK -- { BLACK/SILVER/BUTTERCUP }

(MSRP. $ 7.95)

[ FPKKCP ]

SOLE STOPPERZ

(MSRP $34.95)

Sole Stopperz are fashionable solutions that help
protect you from slipping on wet or slick surfaces
and allows you to strut with confidence.
BLACK -- IRIS & CLEAR (COMBO PACK) - 2 PR/PKG

TRIPLE THREAT COMBO PACK

[ FPSST1 ]

A collection of our 3 classic essentials in one

(BSTF1030)

Includes: Tip Toes, Heavenly Heelz and
Killer Kushionz.
BLACK or BUTTERCUP [FPTTH_ ]

(MSRP. $ 7.95)

(MSRP. $ 24.95)

PRESSURE POINTZ
These multi-functional cushions help prevent
blisters and can go in any area in your shoes.
BLACK [FPPP]

(MSRP. $ 7.95)

TECHNOGEL TIP TOE

TECHNOGEL HEAVENLY HEELZ

Foot Petals best selling silhouette Tip Toes shoe

Heavenly Heelz multifunctional shoe cushions

pads keep feet stable in even the highest of high

prevent blisters on your heels and can also be

heels, while cushioning the sensitive ball of foot

used at the inside top of a shoe to ease friction.

area with every step. Go from work all day

CHARCOAL

to happy hour!

[ FPHHG ]

CHARCOAL

TIP TOES FLIP FLOP

[ FPTTG ]

[ FPTTFFG ]

(MSRP. $ 9.95)
(MSRP $ 9.95)

(MSRP $ 12.95)

TECHNOGEL KILLER KUSHIONZ

TECHNOGEL AMAZING ARCHES

Killer Kushionz shoe pads keep feet stable in even

Amazing Arches support your arches and give

the highest of heels, while cushioning from heel

your shoes the "perfect fit." They work with the

to ball of foot area with every step.

body's natural shock absorption system to reduce

{ CHARCOAL }

"foot fatigue." Helps prevent calluses from

[ FPKKG ]

forming, protects bones and tissues, reduces back pain.
{ CHARCOAL }
[ FPAAG ]

(MSRP. $ 15.95)
TECHNOGEL HAUTE HEELZ

(MSRP. $ 9.95)

Haute Heelz will make walking in heels feel like
floating in thin air. Prevents blisters and calluses.

TECHNOGEL PRESSURE POINTZ

{ CHARCOAL }

Pressure Pointz multifunctional shoe cushions

[ FPHHLG ]

prevent blisters and add comfort any area in shoes.
{ CHARCOAL }
[ FPPPG ]

(MSRP. $ 9.95)
(MSRP. $ 9.95)

